Valuing every child as Jesus does

Rania’s mom was worried when she saw her daughter’s cleft lip
– she didn’t know what was wrong with her child. Thankfully, a
midwife told her about Hope and Healing International’s partner
hospital in Uganda that could help Rania. Rania’s mom knew
she had to get her daughter help and borrowed money to travel
the 50 kms to bring Rania to the hospital. Thanks to generous
Canadians, little Rania received healing surgery and now, she
and her mom are both smiling!
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Hope for Her Children

When a child who has had no friends, community or hope
believes there is a future and sees a road to get there – that
is a holy moment.
– Ed Epp, Executive Director, Hope and Healing International

No child should be forgotten
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A Hidden Crisis
Millions of children are falling through the cracks
Right now, children in desperate need of
medical care and support in the poorest
communities of the world are being
left behind. Too often, these children
are overlooked by governments and
international development organizations.
And each day, kids are dying.
Children living in poverty with disability
are too often seen as less valuable, cursed,
less than human. They’re hidden away,
sometimes out of shame, but more often
because parents are trying to keep their kids
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safe while families struggle to put food on
the table and a roof over their heads.
The sad reality is, these beautiful kids are
dying of neglect, sickness, abuse and
loneliness. Misunderstanding, stigma and
exclusion surrounding disability pull entire
families into deeper poverty. And deeper
poverty makes children more vulnerable to
neglect, sickness, infection, further disability.
It’s a vicious cycle that we’re out to break.

150 million kids

65% of child disability

live with disabilities, 80% in
low-income countries

in low-income countries
is preventable
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Benaya was abandoned at
the entrance of a rescue
home for kids soon after
he was born. Sadly, many
parents don’t know that
disabilities like cleft lip and
palate are treatable, and
they lose hope for their
child’s future.

Too many children like
Benaya are abandoned or
hidden away because of
their disability.

9 in 10 children

3-4 times

with a disability never get the
chance to go to school

more likely to experience physical or sexual
abuse than children without a disability
No child should be forgotten
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Four-year-old Christ is a go-getter. This little boy was severely burned and had both arms
amputated, but he doesn’t let that stop him. At school, Christ writes with his toes and is
becoming more confident every day.
6
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Healing Bodies, Healing Hearts
Together with you, we’re out to show
children living with disability in the poorest
communities that they are beautiful children
of God with intrinsic value and a higher
purpose. That’s why we care for the whole
child – body, mind and spirit.

Mission
We’re honoured to be the hands that join
Canadians to children who are living with
or affected by disabilities in the poorest
communities – working together for the
benefit of all.

Vision
Our vision is a world where children
living with or affected by disability are:
•

Valued as Jesus values them

•

Accepted as equals

•

Able to achieve their God-given
potential

Values
The transformation stories that I
get to hear over and over again
when we meet families in the
field… fuels me to keep going.
– Nelson Muoki,
Development Manager, Kenya

•

Valuing all people as Jesus values them

•

Accountability to God first, then our
clients, donors and each other

•

Following Jesus by doing acts of love

•

Working with integrity and
communicating with honesty

•

Commitment to excellence in
everything we do

No child should be forgotten
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Healthier, Happier, Longer Lives
What does it take for girls and boys with disabilities
in the poorest countries and communities to live
healthier, happier, longer lives?
It takes valuing and nurturing the whole child – body, mind
and spirit. Health starts with families who are able to keep all
their children nourished and safe. And it requires dedicated
doctors, nurses and therapists to meet the special medical
and rehabilitative needs of kids with disabling conditions.
Happiness is experienced in the context of loving, supportive
relationships in families, schools and communities.

Health

•

Broad-based health initiatives and
training to prevent disabilities

•
•
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Family Well-Being

•

Quality, timely treatment for
curable impairments

Equipping parents with a
sustainable income to keep
children healthy and in school

•

Comprehensive rehabilitation
plans that celebrate each child’s
unique abilities

Access to vocational skills,
equipment, business literacy
training and micro-finance loans

•

Medical treatment for caregivers
that allows them to support and
care for their families
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I love going out in the field to give hope
to these great kids and their families.
They make me feel fulfilled.
– Frida, Community Rehabilitation Field Worker,
Cameroon

Education

Social Attitudes

Self-Value

•

Teaching kids about
disability-preventing
health and hygiene
through school clubs

•

Community peer support
for moms and kids
caught in the cycle of
poverty and disability

•

Girls and boys with
impairments who celebrate
their abilities and believe
their value in the world

•

Making school buildings
accessible to all kids

•

•

•

Parents and teachers
educated to advocate for
the special needs of kids
with disabilities in class

Community members
who understand the
causes of impairment and
the rights and potential of
children with disabilities

Children who have at least
one champion in their
life who supports and
encourages them
No child should be forgotten
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2021 at a Glance
The Edge of Survival
2021 was a year of ongoing uncertainty and
challenge, as the whole world struggled with
interrupted supply chains, overwhelmed
medical staff, stretched healthcare systems,
economic setbacks. In low-income countries,
the COVID-19 pandemic continues to threaten
lives. It’s a crisis. And we know that in any crisis,
children living in poverty with disability are the
most vulnerable. Too often, they’re overlooked
in the desperate rush to safety and survival.

Choosing Hope
Because of your generosity in the face of
uncertainty and fear – because you chose hope
in 2021 – more than 900,000 children are living
healthier, happier, longer lives!

I feel better because I am able
to run as I play with friends.
– Roseline, after receiving
a new prosthetic leg
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928,135

children and families
received hope and healing
That’s 313,753
more children
and families
than in 2020

277,882

360,128

children

moms and dads

got the life-giving health
care and support they
desperately needed

received livelihood, medical
support, shelter, so their
families could thrive

13,799

3,113

received access to school
and health-focused
school clubs

with disabilities received
access to heart-healing
play/extra-curricular
activities

children

children

96,886

community leaders and
parents learned how to
better support children
with disabilities
No child should be forgotten
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Your Impact in Health
Last year, you gave 277,882 children the
gift of health through disability-preventing
care, enabling medical treatment and
rehabilitation plans.
Because of your support,
children don’t have to
worry about losing their
sight to preventable
infections, kids received
life-changing surgery
and healing medical care
and even more children
received physiotherapy
sessions to strengthen
muscles so they can
achieve their full potential.

Thank you for all those that
have helped my child to walk
on two feet. God will surely
reward you for this good deed.
– Josephine’s mom after Josephine
received a prosthetic leg
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Disability-Preventing Care
Because of you 114,844 children
received disability-preventing care!
You gave 7,718 children
trachoma-fighting support
through education, clean water
and safe latrines.
You gave 40,983 children
medication to stop River
Blindness and protect sight for
years to come.
Through your generosity,
57,757 children benefitted from
our SAFE program (Surgery,
Antibiotics, Face-washing,
Environmental change) to stop
the spread of blinding trachoma
in their communities.

Enabling Medical Treatment

Rehabilitation Plans

Because of you, 139,809 children
received enabling medical care!

Because of you, 23,229 children
received rehabilitative support!

Our medical partners conducted
18,103 paediatric medical
consultations and provided 7,758
children with medical and surgical
care.

You gave 7,797 children with
long-term disabilities life-changing
custom rehabilitation plans that
included assistive devices like
custom wheelchairs.

You helped train 414 doctors
and medical technicians to serve
20,700 children with expert,
healing medical care.

Thanks to the kindness of
Canadians like you, 3,678 children
received physiotherapy and
occupational therapy to strengthen
muscles and help them achieve
their full potential.

By helping us ship miracles,
you sent our partners over $7.7
million worth of medication and
vitamins and supported 92,617
children by ensuring they had
hospital beds, assistive devices
and that doctors had the right
medical equipment for surgeries.

You sent more than 3,000 assistive
devices like walkers, wheelchairs
and hearing aids to children and
families in need.

No child should be forgotten
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Your Impact in Family Well-Being
Last year, you gave 360,128 moms, dads,
grandparents the support they needed
to give their kids a brighter future.
Because of your support,
parents received medical
care through life-changing
surgeries, medical exams
and consultations to
improve their health
so they could better
provide for their kids. You
made sure they received
livelihood support and
training so they could put
food on the table and
send their children to
school – helping their kids
reach their full potential.

I earn money from egg sell and
use my formerly saved money
to cover home expenses.
– Worknesh, mother who received
chickens as livelihood support

14
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Family Medical Services
Because of you 275,620 caregivers
received life-giving medical and
preventive care!
You gave 22,520 parents,
grandparents, caregivers lifegiving medical consultations.
Through your support, 5,140
adults received a brighter
future through surgery,
including 2,089 adults
who received eye surgery to
restore their sight!
Because you shipped
medical supplies to partners
overseas, 140,100 adults
benefitted from assistive
devices, medications, hospital
equipment and more.

Caregiver Services

Livelihood Support

Because of you 56,384 caregivers received
training and support!

Because of you 28,124 caregivers
received vital livelihood support!

You made sure 32,712 caregivers
received training so they can
advocate for their kids with disabilities
and for disability-inclusive healthcare,
education and play.
Even in the middle of COVID-19,
you gave 23,071 caregivers health
training so they could learn the early
signs of disability and get their kids
medical care and support sooner,
and you helped partners present
14 training sessions on nutrition so
parents can learn what nutrients their
children need most to thrive.
You gave 167 people shelter through
newly-constructed, accessible homes
and home repairs, protecting families
from severe weather.

Thanks to you, 159 Village
Economic and Social
Associations (VESA) were
formed benefitting 5,589
caregivers working to pull their
families out of poverty.
You gave 11,819 caregivers
livelihood support through
sheep, goats, teff seed
and more.
You made sure 10,716
caregivers with disabilities
weren’t excluded from
government support programs.

No child should be forgotten
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Your Impact in Education
Last year, you gave 13,799 children access
to education to reach their full potential!
Because of you, children
with disabilities can attend
accessible schools, and
they received educational
services so they can learn
and grow alongside their
peers. Through school
clubs that you made
possible, kids also learned
more about hygiene and
how to prevent infections
like trachoma that can
steal a child’s sight.

Thanks to your support,
4,523 children can attend
school where the buildings
and latrines are accessible
through ramps or other
building renovations.
You gave 2,344 children
with disabilities education
services so they can dream
big dreams and achieve their
full potential.
You made sure 25 school
clubs safely took place so
that kids received health and
hygiene training to prevent
infections like trachoma.
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Learning Without Limits
Too many kids with disabilities can’t go to school –
either they can’t get to the building, it’s too expensive
to attend or the teachers don’t have the support these
beautiful kids need to thrive. We know that kids with
disabilities can change the future of their communities,
regions, even countries, if they’re only given the
chance to learn.
That’s one reason we’re thrilled to hear kids like
Nkenfack are in school and learning. Nkenfack is 7
years old and has a severe hearing impairment. This
little girl is going into Primary 2, and she is living proof
that when a child gets the right educational support,
she can achieve anything she puts her mind to.

I want to become a
medical doctor in the
future, and I can be if I am
given the opportunity.
– Nkenfack

No child should be forgotten
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Your Impact in Social Attitudes
Last year, you gave 96,886 children and
families education to fight the stigma of
disability in communities!
Too often, disability
is misunderstood and
children with disabilities
are shunned or ignored.
Because of your support,
families and communities
learned that disability
isn’t what defines a child.
Together, they learned
how to better advocate for
kids with disabilities.

Because of your generosity,
23,071 adults learned how
to welcome and support
those around them with
a disability.
You made sure 11,754
children benefitted from
disability sensitization and
training that taught parents
how to detect disability
earlier so kids can receive
medical care sooner.
Thanks to you, 8,386
children were part of
community sensitization
training around disability and
learned how to welcome
their peers with a disability.
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No Longer Cursed
For years, Kechia thought she was cursed
because her two children, Ferdinand and
Sharon, were born with cerebral palsy.
Sadly, it’s a common belief in many parts
of rural Africa. Whole communities believe
children with disabilities are cursed and that
the curse was passed to them from their
mother. These moms and children are often
shunned and ignored by neighbours and
other family members.
Then one day, a field worker from Hope
and Healing’s partner met Kechia and
her kids. This worker assured Kechia
that she wasn’t cursed, and neither were
her children. Through a health meeting
organized by our partner, Kechia was able
to meet many other kids just like her own
and learned that her children’s cerebral
palsy occurred because of a brain injury
during birth.
No longer was this family living with the
belief that they were cursed. Instead, they
were accepted. And thanks to supporters
like you, Ferdinand and Sharon are getting
the rehabilitation they need to reach their
full potential one step at a time.

I thought I was cursed to have
given birth to Ferdinand and
Sharon, but now I understand that
children can be born this way… I
believe that education will make
them better people in the future.
– Kechia

No child should be forgotten
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Your Impact in Self-Value
Last year, you gave 3,113 children access
to heart-healing play and community
activities. You also gave us the resources to
develop an exciting curriculum designed to
boost a child’s resiliency.
Because of your
generosity and support,
children with disabilities
are gaining confidence,
forming friendships and
playing with their peers.
And thanks to you, we’re
working on a curriculum
that will help more kids
with disabilities realize
they are worthy of love
and have great potential.

We’ve developed a robust,
9-module resilience curriculum
with our partners in Uganda to
build a child’s sense of self-worth
and help them see their talents,
abilities and value.
Our team of 18 people includes
education experts and project
officers in Canada and Uganda.
Together, they’ve created a childfriendly curriculum that fits the
local context of the program.
We’re piloting this curriculum
in early 2022 and will be
measuring its impact on a child’s
self-image and ability to bounce
back from adversity.
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Seeing Value in Himself
For years, people thought he was a curse and that
affected how Jairus saw himself. Every time children
refused to play with him or left him alone, his heart
broke a little more.
When Jairus’ disability threatened his life, his
community and his neighbours didn’t believe his
life was worth saving.
But Jairus’ mom refused to give up on her son and he
received medical care at Hope and Healing’s partner
hospital in Kenya. Slowly, Jairus began to see that he
was so much more than his disability.
Jairus realized that he was special and could do
anything he set his mind to. This little boy is now at
school and wants to become a surgeon so he can
help other kids just like him!

I am disabled, yes, but
I can do the same as
other people.
– Jairus

No child should be forgotten
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Solution Highlight: Partnering with Ubongo
Ubongo is Africa’s leading edutainment
company that uses accessible technologies
to reach millions of children across Africa.
Their programs improve school readiness
and learning outcomes for kids, and they also
promote critical skills and positive mindsets
for kids, caregivers and educators.
One of the most exciting things about
Ubongo is the way they put kids at the centre
of their story development and programming.

ubongo kids
by

Disability Experts

Kids across
The process of child-centred
story development:
Ubongo has a heart for educating
Tanzania,
Kenya
for young
audiences,
• Research - Creating
rticleall children. So do we at Hope and
Healing. And we have plenty of
and Nigeria
to nuance
without losing
learning objectives
hat got
experience in inclusive education.
enjoy brand
and humour
based on literature
worldSoby
a partnership between Ubongo
new ‘utu’-ﬁlled
review and interviews
• Record audio for the
and
Hope
and
Healing
made
from
with children withepisodes
panish),
show
with young
perfect sense. We know how
Ubongo
Kids
disabilities
artists
BC important it is for all kids, including
Season
5!
• Create a story outline
• Storyboard the scenes
a, kids with disabilities, to see
and read it to kids for
themselves represented in media
• Animate the story
o,
their feedback
and story. When they do, it changes
• Feedback from the
n),
• Write the script and
how they see and value themselves,
kids before going to air
carefully translate it
VOA and it changes how others see and
We launch
value them.

ny
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on Country
Radio in
Sierra Leone!

Meet Tabasamu
The first collaborative effort of Ubongo and Hope and
Healing introduced a girl named Tabasamu. Tabasamu is
new to school and is deaf. In the show, the Ubongo kids
welcome Tabasamu to school and quickly become friends.
We’ve advised on three more upcoming episodes that
are set to premiere in the next year. If you would like to
see Ubongo’s episode, featuring Tabasamu, please go to
hopeandhealing.org/Ubongo.

Why is a television show like Ubongo Kids important?
Through this show, we’re reaching 28.6
million viewers and teaching children
with all different abilities that disability
isn’t something to be afraid of or ignored.
When children with disabilities see
someone like themselves on television,
they’re reminded that they belong in
communities. They shouldn’t be hidden
away or defined solely by their disability.

The show reaches 40 African countries
and focuses on literacy and numeracy,
which helps kids who are behind in
school catch up. In other cases, it
lets kids learn for the first time. With
90% of kids with a disability not
attending school, this is a great first
step toward bridging the education gap!

Exciting Future Plans
We want to get this educational programming into the hands of more of the deeply impoverished
kids we serve. That’s why we’re currently exploring how we can equip families with technology to
capture this fantastic programming for kids.

No child should be forgotten
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Our Program
Approach
How we work is as
important as what we
do. It’s part of who we
are and it’s how we
change lives.
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Christian
We believe that all children are
made in God’s image, and that
calls us to surround our work
and services with nurturing
respect and relationship. Our
faith compels us to show Jesus’
love in tangible ways and to
value every child as Jesus does.

Community-Based

Local Partnership

When everyone is included,
communities are stronger. Our
strategy encourages inclusive
communities where children with
disabilities and their families can
access quality services (medical care,
education, social, livelihood) and are
empowered to self-advocate.

Hope and Healing works
through local hospitals, schools
and community programs as
they provide local expertise and
cultural appropriateness. This
collaborative approach makes
our work better and sustainable.
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Child-Centred

Family-Based

We design programs to meet
the needs of girls and boys with
impairments in the poorest
countries and communities.
Our programs are planned in
collaboration with these children
and their parents/caregivers. And
our programs are evaluated and
improved with their feedback.

Healthy, happy lives are lived in
the context of loving relationships,
especially in the home. When
children are loved and valued…
when they have a champion in
the home who believes in their
abilities and their intrinsic value…
kids have a much better chance to
succeed in school, in work, in life.

Accountable

Rights-Based

Accountability is a top priority in our
organization, and it’s our way of ensuring
life change for kids and families in need.
We’re committed to capturing child and
caregiver feedback, as well as indicators
around health, happiness and resilience.
Our accountability is to our young,
vulnerable clients, their families and to
you, our generous supporters.

We believe every child has value and
worth. That’s why we work within the
framework of:
• The UN Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)
• The UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child (CRC)
• The UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs)
No child should be forgotten
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Both of these smiling boys are named Ian, and they’ve quickly become friends at Hope and
Healing’s partner hospital in Kenya. They love playing together and making each other laugh
in between all the doctor visits and appointments. And one day, these courageous boys will
be able to run after each other thanks to the kindness of supporters like you.
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Where We Work
PAKISTAN

INDIA

ETHIOPIA
CAMEROON
UGANDA

KENYA

DEM. REP. BURUNDI
OF CONGO
TANZANIA
MALAWI
ZAMBIA
ZIMBABWE

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

ESWATINI

Together with you,
Hope and Healing
International supported
local, communitybased programs in
15 countries around
the world.

GUATEMALA

CAMEROON

UG

I personally appreciate the efforts that Hope
and Healing International is doing to change
the lives of children with disabilities to live
improved lives and have bright futures.

DEM. REP. B
OF CONGO

ZAMBIA

– Dr. Phiona Nansubuga
Anesthesiologist, Uganda

ZIMB

No child should be forgotten
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Breakdown of Project Funding
Child Health

28%

Family Well-Being
Education

59%
6%

Social Attitudes
Self-Value

3%

4%

Breakdown of Expenses
Life-changing Programs
Fundraising/Growth
Administration/Accountability

5-year trending using audited
annual financial statements at
hopeandhealing.org/financials

82%

12%
6%

What I enjoy about my support of Hope and Healing is that it gives me the
pleasure of helping others… My idea is that the Lord has blessed me as I live.
I want to extend that blessing to others…” .
– James Schuelke, Donor
28
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Our Financials
After the onset of the pandemic took
a bite out of our revenue in 2020, we
set a prudent target for fiscal year
2021. Our target took national and
global challenges into account, while
keeping our focus on the deepening
needs of children with disabilities in
the poorest places. Thanks to the
generosity of incredible supporters,
we surpassed our pandemic target
by 45% and our mid-year adjusted
revenue target by 13% to finish the
year with a total of $28.6M.
By 2023, our aim is to increase net
dollars to programs by 33% – to
$24.8M – to support even more
children and families in need. All
thanks to the incredible supporters
of Hope and Healing!

Revenue FY’21
$28.6M
$25.2M
Mid-Year
Adjusted
Revenue
Target

Actual
Revenue

$19.7M
Pandemic
Revenue
Target

$26.9M
Actual

$28.6M
Actual

$28.4M
Actual
$24.5M
Actual

$27.5M
Target

$19.7M
Target

FY18

FY19

FY20

FY21

FY22

No child should be forgotten
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Who We Are
Our Board

Our Leadership

Brenda Ben (Board Chair)

Ed Epp

Robert Evans

Beth Jost-Reimer Chief Strategy Officer

Wayne Feasby

Jill Bartley

Chief Operations Officer

Don Gerke

Stratis Vomvas

Chief Financial Officer

Ruth Kuelker

Jamie Planche

Director, Marketing

Harry Reinders

Jeffrey Andrion

Director, International Programs

Lorna Dueck

Mark Vanderpol

Director, Finance & Decision Support

Executive Director

Tigabu Gebremedhin Kassa
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Our Staff

Our Amazing Supporters

Hope and Healing International’s
staff are passionate about
connecting funding, praying
partners like you to the children
and families we serve in the poorest
communities. Throughout the
pandemic, our team has gone the
extra mile – adapting quickly to
changes and challenges so this lifechanging work continues. We know
that the better we are at connecting
YOU to children and families living in
poverty with disability, the more life
transformation we all experience!

Canadians like you are part of a vibrant
community, changing the world for children living
in poverty with disability. We couldn’t be more
grateful for generous friends like you – thank you
for transforming kids’ lives every day!
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When I asked God for guidance where
to donate, I knew that Hope and Healing
would heal the children’s hearts for Jesus.
– Janice Smith, Donor

Hope for Her Children
Bridgette escaped the war zone in Cameroon
with her two children, Nyudini and Joyceline.
Joyceline was born with cerebral palsy.
Bridgette had no place to call home for her
kids, so she covered some broken walls from
an abandoned house with palm branches for
shelter. She longed to provide for her kids, but
she couldn’t afford meals. Some days passed
where the family had nothing to eat.
That’s when a fieldworker from Hope and
Healing’s partner found them. Through the
kindness of supporters like you, Bridgette
received support to start her own business, and
Joyceline received rehabilitation to strengthen
her muscles and balance.
Now Bridgette’s family has a roof over their
heads and Joyceline’s been enrolled in school.

I am happy for the love you people are
showing to me and my children when
no one is there. I can confidently say I
have you people on my side.
– Bridgette

No child should be forgotten
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I have received the best services. The doctors are good, and nurses are caring
and everyone here as well. Thank you for making this surgery possible.
– Dinah, Wilson’s mom after he received surgery for clubfeet

1600 16th Ave, Unit 1, Richmond Hill, ON L4B 4N6
1.800.567.2264
hopeandhealing.org
FOLLOW US ON:

